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• Context
– Then and now

• Key Risk Areas Pre Covid-19

– Global Risk Report 2020

• Key Risk Areas Now

– Covid-19 Reset Risks

• The Future

– Covid-19 Risks Outlook Report

– Challenges and Opportunities: Emerging Risk Landscapes

Agenda
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Then and Now

Context
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Global Risk Report 2020

Key Risk Areas Pre Covid-19
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• The 15th edition of the Global Risks Report identifies and 
discusses the many challenges and key risks presented in the 
year ahead

• From rising geopolitical and geo-economic tension to the human 
side of global risks, the report looks at some of the key 
highlights:

– Risks to economic stability and social cohesion

– Climate threats and accelerated biodiversity loss

– Health systems under new pressures

– Consequences of digital fragmentation

Download a full copy of the report at: 
https://newsandviews.zurich.co.uk



UK Public Sector Considerations

Key Risk Areas Pre Covid-19
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Climate Change Mitigation / Extreme Weather 

Technological Instability

Over Reliance on Technology 

Fiscal Impacts

Supply Chain

Ageing Population

World Health Systems



• Fundamental shortcomings in pandemic preparedness, socio-economic safety nets and global cooperation 
exposed.

• Workforce challenges, disruptions in essential supplies, social instability, economic fallout, rising societal 
anxieties, reliance on digital infrastructure.

Covid-19 Crisis Response

Key Risk Areas Now
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Recovery and Reset

Key Risk Areas Now
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• Organisational resilience
– Lessons learnt
– Reset and recovery

• Workforce profile
– Working from home management

– Health and safety
– Management skills

– Work/life balance
– Wellbeing and mental health
– Redeployed employees

• Technology & data
– Increased use and reliance
– De-centralised governance and control

• Asset management

– Reopening sites and assets

– Reduced presence/different needs

– Consolidation

• Customers

– Changed expectations?

– Health and safety



A New Emerging Risks Landscape

The Future: Covid-19 Risks Outlook Report
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• In partnership with the World Economic Forum, Zurich have 
produced a new special report that aims to identify the emerging 
concerns and fallouts from COVID-19

• This report shares the views of 347 senior risk professionals who 
participated in the COVID-19 Risks Perceptions Survey

• Key insights from the report include:

– Economic shifts

– Sustainability setbacks

– Societal anxieties

– Technology dependence

Download a full copy of the report at: 
https://insider.zurich.co.uk



A New Emerging Risks Landscape

The Future: Challenges and Opportunities
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An opportunity to build back better
• Need for proactive action today to shape the desired 

new normal rather than one that may develop if 
emerging risks are not addressed

• Embed greater societal equality and sustainability 
into the recovery

• Accelerating rather than delaying progress towards 
Sustainable Development Goals

• A new understanding of essential public services 
such as health, education, care and other safety nets

• Countless local initiatives have spread online and 
offline to support communities and those in need

• Accelerate a transformation towards more 
sustainable and digital operating models, while 
enhancing productivity



The Future
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Challenges and Opportunities : A Newly Focused Emerging Risks Landscape

Climate Change Mitigation / Extreme Weather 

Technological Instability

Over Reliance on Technology 

Fiscal Impacts

Supply Chain

Ageing Population

World Health Systems

Future Pandemic Response

• Sustainability

• New ways of working 

• Collaboration and digital innovation

• Workforce management 

• Economic impacts

• Commercial diversification

• Governance

• New understanding of “vulnerable”

• Adult social care and health systems

• Organisational Resilience

• BREXIT



• To what extent do you manage the operational trade-offs between a quick return to work, and still 
protecting your employees and customers?

• At a time of change for your organisation, how do you not only survive, but also find the silver linings?

• What will your organisation look like in 18 months – 5 years? What could it look like?

• How can you accelerate your commitments to sustainability and drive a low-carbon transition?

• How will the communities you serve change and how will that affect your propositions and the way you 
deliver them?

• What do you need to do now to be ready to meet these challenges in the ‘new normal’?

Key Questions For You
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Thank you

Alix Bedford

Alexandra.Bedford@uk.Zurich.com

https://newsandviews.zurich.co.uk/talking-point/the-global-risks-report-2020/

https://www.zurich.com/en/knowledge/topics/global-risks/covid-19-risks-outlook
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Source: https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/live-tables-on-council-tax | *Estimated
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